FORMS 2 AND 3 PREP SHEET

Below is a list of the questions and information needed to complete Forms Two and Three. Please use this sheet to help gather necessary Form Two and Three information before you sit down to file the forms. Forms Two and Three will become available at the time of the test. Only those filers who have previously submitted Form One for the current test cycle will be able to submit Forms Two and Three in ETRS.

**Form Two**

Did this facility receive the EAS test message?
- Yes
- No

Did this facility retransmit the EAS test message to the public?
- Yes
- No

**Form Three**

From which source(s) did this facility receive the EAS test message?

Identify the source from which this facility first received the EAS test message.

Date and Time of Receipt of First Message

Receipt Time Zone

Language(s) of EAS Message Receipt

Receipt Other Language

Received without complications
- True
- False

Receipt Equipment configuration issues
- True
- False

Receipt Software out-of-date
- True
- False

Receipt Equipment failure
- True
- False

Receipt Audio quality issue
- True
- False

Receipt User error
- True
Receipt Other
Receipt Explanation (open text field)
Date and Time of Retransmission of EAS Test Message
Retransmission Time Zone
Language(s) of EAS Message Retransmission
Retransmission Other Language
Retransmission without complication
  • True
  • False
Retransmission Equipment configuration issues
  • True
  • False
Retransmission Software-out-of-date
  • True
  • False
Retransmission Equipment failure
  • True
  • False
Retransmission User error
  • True
  • False
Retransmission Other
Retransmission Explanation (open text field)